Getting Started

See the Project Contributor Wiki for an intro to many aspects of the infrastructure and community practices as proposed to be used in Acumos. See the Communication page for info on mailing lists and IRC channels. Questions about using Acumos should be posted to Stack Overflow or one of the Acumos mailing lists.

- Need to create a bug report? Read the bug report guidelines and then create a bug in Jira (you must log in with your Linux Foundation ID).
- Want to look at user stories planned for a release? Head over to Jira.
- Want to review code patches? Take a look at how to do Code Reviews and then you can start reviewing code in Gerrit (Linux Foundation ID required to log in)

Using Acumos

- User Guides on the Acumos Platform Documentation site

Setting Up Acumos

- Zero-to-Acumos (z2a) Guide
- Portal and Marketplace Admin Guide
- Operator Guides

Reference Information
- Website
- Github
- Mail lists:
  - https://lists.lfaidata.foundation/g/acumosai-announce
  - https://lists.lfaidata.foundation/g/acumosai-technical-discuss
  - https://lists.lfaidata.foundation/g/acumosai-tsc
- Wiki
- Artwork
- Project Lead: Anwar Aftab, anwar@research.att.com